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the setting is fantastic: cut-throat competition
between monster pirates, freebooters and
privateers. a shipwreck is an unholy shrine,

and the charts of the hidden island
hardscrabble are coveted by countless rivals. a
mystical element and a quirky character that

comes off as a larger-than-life caricature make
for a highly entertaining tale. yet while the

author has obviously put a great deal of time
and care into the project, at some points the
final product feels flat and lacking in polish.

sadly, given the amazing source material, the
story doesn’t deliver on its potential. one of
the pleasures of hyperion is that it is light

years away from the earlier games and does
not hide its lineage under a bushel. the whole

thing is very gleefully referential; every
mention of south sea pirates is reminiscent of
the movie “master and commander”, and the

flying ships of p&o cruiseliners in particular are
a dead ringer for the 747’s of that title. writers

jonathon green and ian flemming who
collaborated on the novels are credited on the
game, though there is no indication as to how
involved they were in the final product. either

way, it feels like a pure (and incredibly
successful) love letter from betacom to the
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world of scifi. open-ended adventures, magical
creatures, spectacular spaceships and a

challenging but fair experience when playing:
anything but the dullest of grind-fests or a

sterile rail shooter. betacom have always been
ones to capture the imagination, and this

game is a fitting tribute to their other products
of the age. quirky story, some strange

narrative twists, and loads of action when
diving around the corners of a ship in search of
treasure – i cannot recommend this experience

enough. i’d love to see more games like this
come out, and a sequel would be more than
fair, even if the plot was going to follow the

trend of every other betacom game and follow
up on the series after a new main game. better
yet, a full-length action adventure game that

follows on from this would be grand.
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